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1 The Power of Protocols/Quotes, Questions and Comments 

MY Journey-II… through one more book  … … 

It seems as if I am hitting on my weak bones to make them strong. The Power of protocol is 

catalyzing to transpire most of my lazy attitude (not to be mistaken: it’s only for reading 

books) with an impressive 1st Page. “First impression being last impression” At least I am 

impressed with what I have started.  

I had started writing my QQC2 Immediately after reading the first page. Reflecting to that 

immediately might be indication that I willingly want to read this book fully :))  

It beautifully describes the first page. Like the way it starts with the description of a picture. I 

also spent some time looking at other pictures of the same building attached a couple of 

them in my QQC. Just to have a feeling of researching more on that point. I am a 

photographer by hobby. That is why this still moment struck me. 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Linking with the 9/11 history is a good way of connecting it with time and space. 
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2 The Power of Protocols/Quotes, Questions and Comments 

My Reflections 

The quote I liked was … … At its heart, facilitating is about promoting participation, 

ensuring equity, and building trust. 

 
Specially this one… … while most other meeting formats are rife with opportunities 

for ignoring them. We all know the result: the faculty “meeting” that turns into a 

monologue by the principal or the chairperson, the “discussion” that two or three 

people dominate, or the task force that manages to suppress divergent thinking. 

 

The above mentioned condition arises most of the times. Often as the meeting in the 

corporates and large institutes are dominated by a director or a principal. They often 

tend to convey what was decided by the panel of “so called wise people” and to 

the position they firmly adhere to makes them confident of dominating or making it 

“meeting” turning in to “monologue” 

I agree with the statement Protocols are not the remedy of all the things but they 

surely change the things you see or do. This should my take away protocols does 

matter when you start using them. I can really compare myself before (a fresher 

teaching at different levels) and I unknowingly used protocols in my student and 

teachers life.  

I think this anonymous quote fits here “Two heads are better than one”. Meetings with 

colleagues will have a variety to solving problems through promoting participation, 

ensuring equity and building trust.  

This would really help deal with our existing problems.  
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3 The Power of Protocols/Quotes, Questions and Comments 

 

In My/Our life 

We all have been students turned teachers and had experienced taking more time 

adjusting, understanding and acting to any task. Achieving task and failing sometimes. 

When I started reading I could understand why problems exist and why we fail. I think texts 

from this book will help me better my performances each time. 

The other one I liked was … … Responsible direction of our own education as professional 

educators necessarily involves consulting with many others.  

We teach the world, but the world and theories about the world continually change. We 

need to pay attention to the changes. 

Learning from speaker’s protocol was really thought fully put. We come across all the time 

during our functions in the school the speaker takes a lot of time then intended and our list 

of events had to be shortlisted. 

Structuring speaker’s time is my take away. As finally it’s going to a successful interaction 

with an audience. 

Steps mentioned with driving speaker’s protocol are really worth practicing.  

1. Introduction  
2. Speech  
3. Five minute warning 
4. Huddling 
5. Top questions 
6. Answering and  
7. sharing 

I think Power of Protocol (POP - not Plaster of Paris :)) will play an important role in our lives. 

 


